
Christian Transformation Lesson #2

CHRISTIAN TRANSFORMATION

Brief Review

1. Purpose #1:  To ask and answer five critical questions about God’s
plan and purpose for Christians after salvation.

2. Purpose #2:  To educate Christians about the true nature of 
Christian Transformation . . .

 How to ERASE OM beliefs.
 How to REPLACE OM beliefs with NM beliefs.
 How to EMBRACE NM beliefs to the point of HABITUATION.
 How to REHABILITATE the neural pathways in our brain.

3. Purpose #3:  To communicate a sense of urgency, . . .

4. Purpose #4:  To develop and then make available a support 
structure of other believers . . .

The Value of Psychology and Human Observations for the Believer

Please, do not neglect the benefit of psychology and human observation 
in our Christian life. They help to explain the process that enables 
Christian Transformation to become a reality in our Christian life.

 The Bible gives us insight about the value of man’s observation of 
God’s creation.

Rom 1:17-20 For in it (gospel) the righteousness of God is 
revealed from faith to faith; as it is written, "But the righteous man
shall live by faith."  18. For the wrath of God is revealed from 
heaven against all ungodliness and unrighteousness of men, who 
suppress the truth in unrighteousness, 19 because that which is 
known about God is evident within them; for God made it evident 
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to them. 20 For since the creation of the world His invisible 
attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly
seen, being understood through what has been made, so that they
are without excuse. 

a. God reveals His essence through the natural order & design of 
the universe.

b. His eternal power & divine nature are clearly seen by what has 
been made.

c. As man observes the creation, he is logically able to discern the 
Creator.

d. LS Chafer - Naturalistic Theism: nature logically reveals God’s 
existence.

 Cosmological:  universe exists therefore it has a first cause – 
God. (cosmology - a branch of astronomy concerned with the 
studies of the origin and evolution of the universe)

 Teleological:  logical order requires an intelligent design.
(teleology – the belief that purpose and design are part of or 
apparent in nature)

 Anthropological  : image of God in man – philosophical & 
moral qualities. (anthropology – the study of human beings)

 Ontological  : the finite human mind conceives of the absolute 
leading to the reality that the absolute must exist – God.
(ontology - a particular theory about the kinds of things that 
have existence)
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e. As creation is observed, scientific discoveries support the biblical 
narrative.

f. Human observation can lead us to believe in God, but only the 
gospel (Death, Burial, Resurrection, 1Cor 15:3-4) can bring a lost 
soul into salvation & the Kingdom of God.

g. Scientific observation can add clarity to our understanding of the 
mechanics of the soul, the mind, the heart, and how GHS interacts 
with the soul, enabling us to relate to God, cleanse our hearts from 
lies.

Scientific observation can add clarity . . .
 to our understanding of the mechanics of the soul,
 to our understanding of the mechanics of the mind,
 to our understanding of the mechanics of the heart, 
 and add clarity to . . .

 how GHS interacts with the soul,
 how GHS enables us to relate to God,
 how GHS enables us to cleanse our hearts from lies.

h. GHS is the key to the spiritual life, no salvation or spiritual life 
without His power.
 GHS is the key to the spiritual life.

 Without the power of the Holy Spirit, there is no salvation.
 Without the power of the Holy Spirit, there is no spiritual life.

i. GHS takes the framework of God’s word & uses the observations of 
science to fill in some of the blanks – part of the continuing unfolding
of God’s revelation.

Examples:

Rom 6:16 Do you not know that when you present yourselves to 
someone as slaves for obedience, you are slaves of the one whom you 
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obey, either of sin resulting in death, or of obedience resulting in 
righteousness?

Paul is discussing how we become enslaved to ideas that we use over 
and over & describes what we now call “habituation of the 
subconscious”.

Paul observed how his belief & consistent use of an idea caused him 
to become enslaved to using the idea regardless of the source of the 
idea.

Neuroscience has been able to actually see how neural pathways 
form in the brain based on what we think.

It takes an average of 63 days to permanently erase a belief, replace 
it and then embrace the new one into a new habit.

THE POINT:  WHAT THE BIBLE HAS TAUGHT FOR 
THOUSANDS OF YEARS HAS NOW BEEN VERIFIED AND 
CLARIFIED BY SCIENCE.

Within the biblical framework, surrendered to the Lord Jesus, 
walking in step with GHS, observations made using the scientific 
method have given us clarity about the function of the mind (nous) &
the heart (kardia), belief systems, the habituation of the subconscious
and how we learn. This detailed knowledge.

 Within the biblical framework, . . .
 surrendered to the Lord Jesus, . . .
 walking in step with GHS, . . . 

 observations made using the scientific method . . .
 have given us clarity about the function of the mind (nous). . .
 have given us clarity about the function of the heart (kardia). . .
 have given us clarity about the function of belief systems . . .
 have given us clarity about the function of subconscious . . .
 have given us clarity about how we learn this detailed knowledge.
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Conclusions

1) The Bible is God’s word; it holds all authority & is always the 
framework for all of our believing & thinking.

 The Bible is God’s word . . .
 The Bible holds all authority . . .
 The Bible is always the framework for all of our believing . . .
 The Bible is always the framework for all of our thinking.

2) Human observations fill in some of the blanks within the biblical 
framework, enabling us to better understand what God is saying to 
us.

3) Human observations must never be given priority over biblical 
principles.

Question 1:

Knowing the suffering it would cause, WHY did God allow sin & 
evil into the world and allow it to totally corrupt man’s body & 
soul?

a. God created the universe and its creatures to share Himself with 
others that they might know His absolute perfections, be overcome 
with awe and spontaneously worship Him.

b. For creatures to voluntarily worship God, they had to be free to 
choose.

c. The only way to maintain freedom without sin is to remain obedient 
to God.

d. It is impossible for creatures to maintain +R through personal 
obedience.
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e. One reason God allowed evil was to demonstrate how terrible sin & 
evil is, how it destroys & corrupts all it touches and eventuates in 
total loss.

f. Another reason to allow sin/evil was to contrast it with His 
perfections.

g. Another reason to allow sin/evil was to demonstrate that grace is the 
only permanent solution to the problem of man’s (+R).

h. Another reason God allowed evil is so that He could be our Savior, 
our rescuer, the one who solves all of our problems.

Romans 9:22 What if God, although willing to demonstrate His 
wrath and to make His power known, endured with much patience 
vessels of wrath prepared for destruction? 23 And He did so in order 
that He might make known the riches of His glory upon vessels of 
mercy, which He prepared beforehand for glory,

 God is using our lives to make known the riches of His glory.

Eph 2:5-7 even when we were dead in our transgressions, made us
alive together with Christ (by grace you have been saved), 6 and 
raised us up with Him, and seated us with Him in the heavenly 
places, in Christ Jesus, 7 in order that in the ages to come He might
show the surpassing riches of His grace in kindness toward us in 
Christ Jesus.

vs 5-6 – by grace He saved us, raised us up, seated us in Christ 
in heaven.

Show – end eiknumi – to teach by illustration – permanent 
examples, illustrations.
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 Illustrations of the surpassing riches of His grace for all eternity.

Question 2

Why did He allow the human race to be born into condemnation 
and corruption, inheriting OSN that causes us to interpret every life 
experience from a self centered viewpoint and so to misunderstand 
everything in our lives, eventuating in false beliefs that enslave us & 
malform our physical brains.

a. AOS has caused the human race to be totally depraved in every 
way

Romans 3:10 as it is written, "There is none righteous, not even 
one; 11 There is none who understands, There is none who seeks 
for God; 12 All have turned aside, together they have become 
useless; There is none who does good, no, not one."

b. God has allowed mankind to fall so far to reveal the power of His 
grace to redeem us & renew us to be like Christ.

c. God’s purpose for us is to be committed to receive His grace & use
it to renovate our entire belief & thought system, using the truth of 
the word to reprogram our subconscious programming

Ephesians 1:3 worthy of praise is the God and Father of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with every spiritual blessing in 
the heavenly places in Christ, 4 just as He chose us in Him before 
the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and blameless 
before Him. In love 5 He predestined us to adoption as sons 
through Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the kind intention of 
His will, 6 resulting in the praise of the glory of His grace, which 
He freely bestowed on us in the Beloved. 

Question 3
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How can we summarize God’s purpose of our lives after salvation?

Rom 8:29 For whom He foreknew, He also predestined to become 
conformed to the image of His Son, that He might be the first-born 
among many brethren;

a. Beginning in time and ending in eternity our purpose is to be 
conformed to be filled with the same beliefs that Jesus used in His 
incarnation.

Romans 12:2 And do not be conformed to this world, but be 
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that you may prove what 
the will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect. 

b. The means is to remove our beliefs that were fashioned out of the 
world & renew our thinking to be transformed into His image.

2 Corinthians 3:18 But we all, with unveiled face beholding as in a 
mirror the glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same 
image from glory to glory, just as from the Lord, the Spirit. 

c. God’s goal and purpose for the believer is for us to be transformed 
from the totally depraved lost person to be as close to being like 
Christ as we can go with the level of teaching & time He gives us.

Question 4

What grace assets has He provided for us to achieve these goals?

a. Salvation through faith in the gospel giving us spiritual life.

b. Position in Christ giving us access to all that Christ is and possesses.

c. Ministry of GHS – FHS, WHS, enlightenment, discernment, sp. Gift.
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d. Completed Canon – full revelation up to this point.

e. Local Church – P-T, sp. gifts, fellowship

Question 5

Why is it so very difficult to achieve real, lasting change from our 
old thinking to the thinking of Christ? Why do we consistently 
revert back to our old patterns?

a. The subconscious mind operates totally on stimulus & habitual 
response.

b. Whatever we choose to believe all through our life and utilize 
becomes habituated in the subconscious, becomes automatic, habitual
thinking that responds to circumstances in a predictable, consistent 
manner – patterns.

c. The thoughts we choose with our volition actually cause our physical 
brain to arrange the neurons of our brain in such a way as to repeat 
that same thought over and over.

d. By the time we have used an idea hundreds or thousands of times in 
our life, we will have entrenched this habitual behavior into an 
automatic response that has aligned our neurons into neural pathways 
that fore automatically under the right circumstance.

e. Simply learning Bible information, no matter how insightful or how 
well expressed will never enable us to break the old, worldly belief 
patterns that we have engrained into our behavior and our very brains.

f. Old Man patterns must be intentionally confronted, rejected, 
removed, replaced and repeatedly denied the opportunity to reform. 
63 days.
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g. Taking off the OM is an intentional action, repetitive action with the 
intent to extinguish a particular behavior forever.

Process:  Erase – Replace – Embrace
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